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At a time when the memory of HerbertMarcuseis fresh in the minds of many
on the left, it is perhapsparticularlyfitting to focus our attention on the special place held in Marcuse'sthought by the concept of memory. Manyof his
earliercommentatorshave, in fact, alreadynoted its importance.' One of the
more astute of their number, FredricJameson, even went so far as to claim
that the theoreticalfoundation of Marcuse'sphilosophy
takes the form of a profoundand almostplatonicvalorizationof memory,anamnesis,
in human existence. Indeed, it is not too much to say that Mnemosyneoccupies
somethingof the same emblematicand mythopoeticposition in Marcuse'sthinking
that the deitiesof Erosand Thanatoshold in Freud'slate metapsychology.2

But precisely what that position was and how it was defended has not yet
been subjectedto sustainedcritical analysis.The following remarksare thus
intended as a first step in that direction. From his earliestwritings,beginning
with Hegels Ontologie in 1932, until his very last, TheAesthetic Dimension in
1977, Marcuse returned again and again to what he saw as the liberating
power of remembrance.In almost all of his majorworks, most notablyEros
and Civilization,One-DimensionalMan, and Counterrevolutionand Revolt,
he introduced a virtually identicaldefense of that power and expressedalarm
at its current weakened status. Matched among twentieth-centuryMarxists
perhapsonly by WalterBenjamin,3Marcuseattemptedto harnessthe energies
of recollectionfor revolutionarypurposes.
The sources of his persistent fascinationwith memory can be traced for analytical purposes to four separatestimuli: his early philosophicaltraining,his
adherenceto critical Marxism,his specialconcern for aesthetics,and his radical appropriation of psychology. Although often conflated in his discussions
of anamnesia, these different sources contributed distinctive elements to his
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argument,elementswhich can be isolated and criticallyanalyzed.In so doing,
the strengths and weaknesses of Marcuse'stheory of remembrancecan be
more accurately assessed. From its earliest beginnings,Westernphilosophy
has been drawn to the issues raised by present knowledge of past events.4
From Plato's the Meno and the TheaetetusthroughAristotle'sDe Memoriaet
Reminiscentia, Augustine's Confessions,Hume's Treatiseon Human Nature,
Bergson'sMatterand Memory, and on up to Russell's The Analysis of Mind
and Ryle's The Concept of Mind, the greatest philosophersof the Western
traditionhave wrestledwith the epistemologicalpuzzlespresentedby memory.
Contemporaryphilosophers such as E. J. Furlong, W. von Leyden, Brian
Smith, and NormanMalcolmcontinue to devote long and learned studies to
the same, still unresolvedissues.5 Marcuse,however,seems to have paid little
attention to this body of what might be called mainstreamspeculationabout
memory. Aside from an occasionalvague referenceto the "ancienttheory of
knowledge as recollection,"6 he ignored the arguments of these thinkers.
Instead, as might be expected, he relied far more on the less technicaltreatmentsof the problemin the Germanidealistandphenomenologicaltraditions.
Although no firm evidence appearsin his writings,it is likely that the phenomenological current first impressedupon him the importanceof remembrance. In particular,his philosophicalapprenticeshipunderMartinHeidegger
in the late 1920s should probablybe accounteddecisivein this regard.For in
Heidegger'sBeing and Time of 1927, a work whose influence on his early
developmentMarcusefreely acknowledged,memory played a centralrole. To
characterizethe waywardcourseof Westernphilosophysincethe pre-Socratics,
Heidegger introduced the notion of Seinsvergessenheit,the forgetting of
Being.7 This forgetting, he contended, was so pervasivethat languageitself
had lost the capacity to treat Being as a meaningfulreality. His own philosophy, Heideggerclaimed, was an effort to reversethis collective amnesiaand
restore consciousness of Being to its proper place. Although Marcusesoon
came to recognize the vacuous nature of Heidegger'snotion of Being, he
nonetheless retained his teachers'sinsistence that something extraordinarily
important had been forgotten in the modern world. Because remembrance
was a window on this fundamentalreality,it had ontological as well as epistemological implications. What these implications were became clearer to
Marcusein his first prolonged study of Hegel, directed by Heidegger,which
appearedas Hegels Ontologie in 1932. In examining Hegel'sLogic with its
centralcategoryof negativity,Marcuseargued
This 'not,' this negativity which Being is, is itself never present in the sphere of immediacy, is itself not and is never present. This 'not' is always precisely the other of
immediacy and the other of presence, that which is never as present precisely never
is and what, however, constitutes its Being. This 'not,' this negativity is the immedi-
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ate present always already past at every moment. The Being of present being resides
therefore always already in a past, but in a, to a certain degree, 'intemporal' past
(Logic, II, 3), in a past which still always is present and out of which precisely Being
is. A being is at each moment what it is in its immediate present through memory
.... With the phenomenon of memory, Hegel opens the new dimension of Being
which constitutes Being as authentic having-beenness (Gewesenheit). the dimension
of essence.8

Memory, Errinerung, in other words, permits access to an essential, "negative"
level of reality, that "intemporal past" preserved on a second ontological
plane more basic than that of "positive" and immediate appearance. The
German language itself, so Hegel had noted, captured this relationship: "In
the verb Sein (to be) language has conserved essence (Wesen) in the past participle of the verb, 'gewesen'."9 As Alison Progrebin Brown has perceptively
noted,10 Marcuse's later stress on two-dimensionality was foreshadowed here
in his discussion of the temporal aspect of Hegel's doctrine of essence. But
whereas in Hegels Ontologie Marcuse identified essence entirely with the
"intemporal past," in his later work it was ambiguously related to the future
as well. In his 1936 essay, "The Concept of Essence," written after his break
with Heidegger and his entrance into the Institute of Social Research, Marcuse
linked essence with the Aristotelian notion of potentiality. "All historical
struggles," he argued,
for a better organization of the impoverished conditions of existence, as well as all
of suffering mankind's religious and ethical ideal conceptions of a more just order of
things, are preserved in the dialectical concept of the essence of man, where they
have become elements of the dialectical practice linked to dialectical theory. There
can also be experiences of potentialities that have never been realized .... In idealist
philosophy the timeless past dominates the concept of essence. But when a theory
associates itself with the progressive forces of history, the recollection of what can
authentically be becomes a power that shapes the future."

Yet, for Marcuse, the identification of essence with the past as well as the
future remained a powerful premise of his thought. Returning to Hegel in
Eros and Civilization, he enthusiastically endorsed his cyclical view of time:
The fact that remembrance here appears as the decisive existential category for the
highest form of Being indicates the inner trend of Hegel's philosophy. Hegel replaces
the idea of progress by that of a cyclical development which moves, self-sufficient, in
the reproduction and consummation of what is. This development presupposes the
entire history of man (his subjective and objective world) and the comprehension of
his history - the remembrance of his past. The past remains present; it is the very
life of the spirit; what has been decides on what is. Freedom implies reconciliation redemption of the past.12

And in Counterrevolution and Revolt, he contended, now with
special reference to Goethe's view of science, "The Marxian vision recaptures the ancient
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theory of knowledge as recollection: 'science' as the rediscovery of the true
Forms of things, distorted and denied in the established reality, the perpetual
materialistic core of idealism."13 What, of course, made it imperative for
Marcuse to link essence with both the past and the future was his adherence
to Marxism. At first glance, Marxism seems an unlikely stimulant to the notion
that recapturing the past, whether understood as the repository of essence or
not, would be a revolutionary project. For all his stress on grasping reality
historically, Marx himself appears to have had little use for memory as a
radical tool. In the Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, he mocked
those earlier revolutions, such as the English and French, that had sought
legitimacy by cloaking themselves in the mantles of their historical predecessors. "The social revolution of the nineteenth century," he argued,
cannot drawits poetry from the past, but only from the future.It cannotbeginwith
itself beforeit hasstrippedoff all superstitionin regardto the past. Earlierrevolutions
requiredrecollectionsof past world history in orderto drugthemselvesconcerning
their own content. In orderto arriveat its own content, the revolutionof the nineteenth centurymustlet the deadbury the dead.'4
Although one might, as Christian Lenhardt has suggested,15 read Marx's labor
theory of value as a reminder to see the capital of the present as the coagulated
labor power of previous generations, Marx himself never seems explicitly to
have drawn the conclusion that remembering the workers of the past was a
key stimulus to revolutionary consciousness. Instead, he contended, "the tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the
living."16 It was not really until Georg Lukacs introduced the idea of reification in History and Class Consciousness that the emancipatory potential of
memory was tapped by a Marxist thinker of note. Lukacs had, in fact, pointed
to the power of remembrance in his pre-Marxist The Theory of the Novel
while discussing time in Flaubert's Sentimental Education:
Only in the novel and in certainepic formsresemblingthe novel does memoryoccur
as a creativeforce affectingthe object and transformingit. The genuinelyepic quality
of such memoryis the affirmativeexperienceof the life process.The dualityof interiority and the outside world can be abolishedfor the subject if he (the subject)
glimpses the organic unity of his whole life through the process by which his living
present has grown from the stream of his past life dammed up within his memory.'7

After Lukacs' conversion to Marxism in 1918, he no longer stressed the
retrospective nature of totalization, as he had in The Theory of the Novel. A
true totality would be achieved only when the proletariat, the universal class,
dereified the objective structures of the social world and recognized them as
its own creations. Totalization was thus a practical activity of the future, not
a contemplative one directed towards the past. And yet, the concept of
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dereification implied a certain type of remembering,for what had to be
recapturedwere the human origins of a social world that had been mystified
under capitalism as a kind of "second nature".Marcuserecognized the link
between memory and dereification,at least implicitly, in his 1932 essay "The
Foundations of Historical Materialism,"where he reviewed Marx's newly
publishedParismanuscripts."Becauseit is dependent on the conditions preestablishedby history," he argued,
the praxis of transcendence must, in order to be genuine transcendence, reveal these
conditions and appropriate them. Insight into objectification as insight into the historical and social situation of man reveals the historical conditions of this situation
and so achieves the practical force and concrete form through which it can become
the lever of revolution. We can now also understand how far questions concerning
the origin of estrangement and insight into the origin of private property must be an
integrating element in a positive theory of revolution.'8

The explicit linkage of dereificationwith remembrancecame somewhatlater
in the work of Marcuse'scolleagues at the Institute of Social Research.In an
importantletter of February29, 1940 to WalterBenjamin,Adornoresponded
with considerable enthusiasm to the theory of
forgetting propounded in
Benjamin'sessay "On Some Motifs in Baudelaire".19In that essay, Benjamin
had introducedhis now celebratedcontrastbetween the
integrated,meaningful experience he called "Erfahrung"and the atomizing, incoherent alternative he called "Eriebnis".Benjamin tied the former to Proust'sidea of "involuntary memory," which he claimed was possible only when men were
immersed in an ongoing, communal tradition.In the modern world, such a
tradition was lacking;the only experiencethus possiblewas the
impoverished
disorientationof Erlebnis.In his letter to Benjamin,Adorno asked,"Wouldn't
it be the task to connect the entire oppositionbetweenErlebnisand
Erfarhung
to a dialectical theory of forgetting? One could also
say: to a theory of
reification. For every reification is a forgetting: objects become
thinglike at
the moment when they are seized without all their elements
being contemporaneous, where something of them is forgotten."20Although there is no
reason to assumeMarcuseknew of this letter, one of the
aphorismsincluded
in Horkheimerand Adorno's Dialectic of Enlightenment, entitled "Le Prix
du Progres,"repeated the key phrase"all reification is a
forgetting."21Significantly, it was linked to the issue of the domination of nature,one of the
FrankfurtSchool's central concerns. The lines precedingit read:
"perennial
domination over nature, medical and non-medicaltechniques, are made
possible only by the process of oblivion. The loss of
memory is a transcendental
condition for science."22
In Marcuse'slater work, the samelinkagesbetween forgetting,
reification,and
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the domination of nature appear. The passagequoted above from Counterrevolution and Revolt, with its veiled referenceto Goethe's theory of science
as the recoveryof primaryforms, follows directly a discussionof the redemption of nature as a "subject-object"with intrinsicvalue in its own right.The
implication is that forgetting the suffering of men is akin to forgetting the
pain caused natureby its human domination;remembrancesomehow permits
us to see the connections and honor the subjectiveside of both nature and
man. "All reificationis a forgetting"also servedanotherfunction in Marcuse's
theory of remembrance,as a reminderof the negative potential in art. The
final paragraphof The Aesthetic Dimension begins by quoting the phrase
from Dialectic of Enlightenment and continues: "Art fights reification by
makingthe petrifiedworldspeak,sing,perhapsdance.Forgettingpast suffering
and past joy alleviates life under a repressivereality principle. In contrast,
remembrancespursthe drivefor the conquestof sufferingand the permanence
of joy."23
The third source of Marcuse'scelebration of memory was, in fact, the role it
played in his vision of aesthetics.For much Westernart, as for Westernphilosophy, memory has proven an object of singularfascination.To the Greeks,
Mnemosyne was the mother by Zeus of the nine Muses. The more recent
figure of Proust, to whom Marcusehimself referredapprovingly,24comes immediately to mind in this regard,but he was by no means alone in associating
art with remembrance.The romantics, towards whom Marcusewas always
drawn, were intensely interested in the links between memory, personal
identity, and imagination.25In Germany,Schlegelwas particularlyfascinated
with memory as a vehicle for overcoming fragmentation,while in England
Wordsworthsought ways to recaptureand renderintelligiblehis personalpast
in such works as The Prelude. His friend Coleridge defined "the primary
imagination"as "a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act of creation,"26 and later Victorian writers, such as Ruskin in The Seven Lamps of
Architecture, advocated lighting what he called "the lamp of memory" to
escape the dreary present and renew contact with a more beautiful past.
Although after his 1922 dissertation on the Kunstlerroman(novels about
artists),27Marcuseneverdirectly acknowledgedthe influenceof the Romantic
tradition on his thought, he was clearly in its debt, as the following passage
from Counterrevolutionand Revolt demonstrates:
On a primary level, art is recollection: it appeals to a preconceptual experience and
understanding which reemerge in and against the context of the social functioning of
experience and understanding - against instrumentalist reasoning and sensibility.28

No less Romantic was his privilegingof music among all the arts as the most
essentialrepositoryof recollectedtruth:
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These extreme qualities, the supreme points of art, seem to be the prerogative of
music ... and within music, of melody. Here the melody - dominant, cantabile, is
the basic unit of recollection: recurring through all variations, remaining when it is
cut off and no longer carries the composition, it sustains the supreme point: in and
against the richness and complexity of the work. It is the voice, beauty, calm of
another world here on earth.29

In The Aesthetic Dimension, Marcuseintroducedmemory into the very heart
of artistic form itself:
The medium of sensibility also constitutes the paradoxical relation of art to time paradoxical because what is experienced through the medium of sensibility is present,
while art cannot show the present without showing it as past. What has become form
in the work of art has happened: it is recalled, re-presented. The mimesis translates
reality into memory.3

In short, for Marcusethe promise of future happinessembodied in art was
dialectically related to its retention of past instances of joy and fulfillment.
In combatting the "affirmativecharacterof culture"31as a realmof transcendent values,Marcusewas insistent on the sensuous,material,even erotic nature
of artisticpleasure.His linkageof artandEroswas abettedby his radicalappropriation of psychology into his version of CriticalTheory, an appropriation
that also strengthenedhis interest in the liberatingpower of remembrance.
Psychology thus joined philosophy, critical Marxism,and aesthetics as an
especially potent source of his theory of memory. In Hegels Ontologie, he
had warned againstreducingmemory to a psychologicalcategory,32but after
his entrance into the Institute of Social Research,where psychology was a
subjectof considerableinterest,he grewincreasinglyopen to the psychological
dimension of anamnesia.The psychology of memory to which Marcusewas
drawn was not, to be sure, that of the experimentalists,such as Hermann
Ebbinghaus,33whose scientific data on the functioning of memory he chose
to ignore. It was instead the psychoanalysisof Freud that providedhim with
a psychologicaltheory of memory to complementthose he had derivedfrom
philosophy, Marxism,and aesthetics.Beginningwith his 1898 paper,"On the
Psychic Mechanismof Forgetfulness,"34and elaboratingin later works such
as The Psychopathologyof EverydayLife, Freud advancedthe now familiar
argument that the loss of memory was due to the repressionof traumatic
experiences or unpleasant thoughts that had engenderedpain or anxiety in
the past, most of which were sexual or aggressivein nature.One of the fundamental objectivesof psychotheraphywas thus the anamnesticrecoveryof forgotten and repressedexperiences,thoughts, desires,or impulses.Once remembered, they could be dealt with in a conscious and responsiblefashion, rather
than being allowed to fester as the source of unconsciouslygeneratedneurotic
symptoms.
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Marcuse adopted Freud's linkage of forgetting and repression, but drew on
an essay on childhood amnesia by his former Institute colleague, Ernst
Schachtel,35 to give it a subtle twist. Instead of emphasizing the forgetting of
painful or traumatic episodes in the past, Marcuse stressed the repression of
pleasurable activities that society could not willingly tolerate. The source of
forgetting was thus not so much the intrapsychic needs of repression as the
external demands of a repressive society. Citing Nietzsche's link in The
Genealogy of Morals36 between the training of memory and the origins of
morality, Marcuse condemned
the one-sidedness of memory-training in civilization: the faculty was chiefly directed
toward remembering duties rather than pleasures; memory was linked with bad conscience, guilt and sin. Unhappiness and the threat of punishment, not happiness and
the promise of freedom, linger in memory.37

What should be remembered by man instead, Marcuse contended, are those
promises and potentialities "which had once been fulfilled in his dim past".38
There was a time, he claimed, in the "archaic" prehistory of the species before
socially induced surplus repression, a time controlled largely by the pleasure
principle, which remembrance should labor to rescue. As he put it in his later
essay, "Freedom and Freud's Theory of Instincts,"
Originally,* the organism in its totality and in all its activities and relationships is a
potential field for sexuality, dominated by the pleasure principle.
*The notion of "origin" as Freud uses it has simultaneously structural-functional and temporal, ontogenetic, and phylogenetic significance. The "original" structure
of the instincts was the one which dominated in the prehistory of the species. It is
transformed during the course of history but continues to be effective as a substratum, preconscious and unconscious, in the history of the individual and the species most obviously in early childhood. The idea that mankind, in general and in its individuals, is still dominated by "archaic" powers is one of Freud's most profound
insights.39

Although in this essay40 Marcuse acknowledged that freedom from certain
of these archaic powers, most notably those associated with the death instinct,
would be itself a liberation, the burden of his argument was that remembering
others was a precondition for the achievement of a utopian future. With the
psychological component introduced in Eros and Civilization, Marcuse's
theory of remembrance was essentially complete. It provided him a potent
weapon in his attempt to find an Archimedean point for a Critical Theory
no longer able to rely on the praxis of a revolutionary proletariat as its ground.
For insofar as recollecting a different past prevents men from eternalizing
the status quo, memory subverts one-dimensional consciousness and opens
up the possibility of an alternative future. Moreover, it does so in a way that
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avoids the traditionalbourgeois and social democraticideology of history as
evolutionary progress.As Benjaminhad often pointed out,41 the belief in a
smooth, unilinearflow of time helps preservethe tendencies for domination
existent in the present. In Eros and Civilization,Marcuseapprovinglyquoted
Benjamin'sobservationthat clocks were shot at duringthe July Revolution as
evidence of the link between stopping ongoing temporality and achieving
revolutionarychange.42And in One-dimensionalMan, he cited Adorno'ssimilar insight that "the spectre of man without memory ... is more than an

aspect of decline - it is necessarilylinked with the principleof progressin
bourgeoissociety."43By negating the past as mere preparationfor the future
and seeing that future as an extrapolationof tendencies in the present, the
ideology of progressjustified the sufferingof past generationsas necessary.
It also made impossible that recapturingof past moments of happinessand
fulfillment which memory preservedas beacons for the future. In fact, so
Marcuseargued,the very notion of progresswith its never-endingdissatisfaction with the present and impatient yearningfor an improvedtomorrowwas
one of the earmarksof a repressivesociety. In a true utopia, "time would not
seem linear, as a perpetualline or risingcurve, but cyclical, as the return in
Nietzsche's idea of the 'perpetuity of pleasure'."44Memory,by restoringthe
forgotten past, was thus a model of the utopian temporalityof the future. In
other words, it was not merely the content of what is rememberedthat constitutes the liberatingpower of memory, but also the very fact of memory's
ability to reversethe flow of time that makes it a utopian faculty. If there is
to be a true human totality in the future, anamnestictotalization in the
presentis one of its prefigurations.
The claims Marcusemade for the liberatingpower of remembrancewere thus
obviously very large ones. What now in conclusion can be said about their
validity? Any answerto this question must begin with a considerationof precisely what Marcusethought should be remembered. For it is clear that
emancipatoryremembrancewas far more than that indiscriminatepreservation of everythingin the past condemnedby Nietzsche in his "Use and Abuse
of History" and Benjaminin his "EduardFuchs: Collectorand Historian".If
memory has been trained by civilization to preserveduties and guilt, it must
be re-trainedto recoversomething else. Marcuse'snotion of that alternative,
however,contained a certainambiguity.At times, the Marxistin him protested
againstthe ontologization of the content of memory;the dialecticalconcept
of essence, we have seen him arguein his 1937 essay, contains only the historical strugglesand ethical and religiousidealsof pastgenerations.In Counterrevolution and Revolt, he protestedin a similarvein: that recollection"is not
remembranceof a Golden.Past (which neverexisted), of childhoodinnocence,
primitive man, etcetera."45In contrast, what must be rememberedare the
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actual historicalexperiencesand desires of our ancestors,not some imagined
prehistoricalera of perfect bliss. Indeed, as Benjaminonce noted,46 revolutionary motivation may well stem more from outrage over the indignities
sufferedby our fathersthan hope for the comfort of our children.
But despite the historical intentions of these passages,at other times in his
work Marcuse fell back on what must be called an ontological theory of
anamnesis.Although he abandonedHeidegger'snotion of a Being that had to
be recollected and criticized Hegel's idea of essence as an "intemporalpast,"
in his appropriationof psychoanalysishe retained their ontological biases.
Freud's archaicheritagemeant that an individual'spromisesand potentialities
"had once been fulfilled in his dim past,"47 or as he put it elsewhere, the
sensuousformof beauty preserved"the memoryof happinessthat once was."48
Jameson captures this aspect of Marcuse'stheory of remembrancewhen he
writes:
It is becausewe have known, at the beginningof life, a plenitudeof psychicgratification, because we have known a time before all repression,a time in which, as in
Schiller'snature,the elaboratespecializationsof later,moresophisticatedconsciousness had not yet takenplace, a time that precedesthe very separationof subjectfrom
its object, that memory,even the obscuredand unconsciousmemoryof that prehistoric paradisein the individualpsyche,can fulfill its profoundtherapeutic,epistemological,and evenpoliticalrole ... Theprimaryenergyof revolutionaryactivityderives
from this memory of prehistorichappinesswhich the individualcan regain only
throughits externalization,throughits reestablishmentfor society as a whole.49

Although on the surface this type of remembranceseems to be historical in
the sense that it recapturesa realitythat allegedlyexisted in the past, a closer
look at Marcuse'suse of the archaicheritageshows it to be something else.
For when confronted with the anthropologicalevidencethat Freud'stheories
cannot be corroborated,he retreated into the explanation that "We use
Freud's anthropologicalspeculation only in this sense: for its symbolic value.
The archiacevents that the hypothesis stipulatesmay foreverbe beyond the
realmof anthropologicalverification:the allegedconsequencesof these events
are historical facts."50What this admissionimplies, as he put it in An Essay
on Liberation,is "not regressionto a previousstage of civilization,but return
to an imaginarytemps perdu in the real life of mankind."51But if the plenitude "remembered"is only symbolicandthe tempsperdumerely"imaginary,"
can one really talk of memory in the same way one does when recalling the
actual defeats and struggles of our historical predecessors? How, in fact, can

we distinguisha true memory from what Brian Smith calls a "mnemichallucination,"52if the reality rememberednever actually occurred?Marcusewas
obviously introducinghere a myth of originalwholeness, of perfect presence,
of the "re-membering"53of what had been dismembered,whose roots, if
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in memory at all, were in remembereddesire ratherthan rememberedfulfillment. Very much in the spirit of his problematiccall for a "biologicalfoundation for socialism,"54Marcuse'sexhortation to remember an "imaginary
temps perdu" allowed him to smugglean a priori philosophicalanthropology
into CriticalTheory.
His symbolic adoption of Freud's archaicheritagealso allowed him to sidestep another troublingaspect of his theory of remembrance:its undefended
identification of individualand collective memory. "Individualpsychology,"
he wrote in Eros and Civilization,"is thus in itself grouppsychology in so far
as the individualitself still is in archaicidentity with the species. This archaic
heritage bridges the 'gap between individual and mass psychology'."55But
precisely how far the individual was in fact in archaic identity with the
species Marcusedid not say. For all Marcuse'scontempt for Jung, a certain
affinity can perhapsbe discernedhere. Assumingtoo quickly that individual
and collective memory were virtually the same, Marcusenever conducted
those experiments in personal recollection so painstakingly attempted by
Benjamin. Marcuse'sown Berliner Kindheit um neunzehnten Jahrhundert
remainedunwritten.Nor did he rigorouslyinvestigatethe differencesbetween
personalmemory of an actual event or thought in a person'slife and the collective historical memory of events antedatingall living persons.Becausethe
latter is preservedin the archivalrecords of past men and the often opaque
processes of collective behaviorand belief ratherthan in the livingmemories
of present ones, the hermeneuticprocessof recoveryis differentin each case.
The dialectic of restitution between the present and past is more than mere
remembrance of things past. As Benjamin understood,56there is both a
destructiveand constructivemove necessaryto explode a previousepoch out
of the continuumof history and make it active in the present.At times,when,
for example, he linked memory to imaginationas a synthetic epistemological
faculty "reassemblingthe bits and fragmentswhich can be found in the distorted humanity and distorted nature,"57Marcuseseemed to sense this. But
he neveradequatelydevelopedthe dynamicsof mnemonicpraxis.
One final difficulty in Marcuse'sappropriationof anamnesisfor revolutionary
purposes was the problem of accounting for the new in history. Although
Marcusewas firm in insisting that remembrancedid not simply mean retrogression- a mistakefor which Jungwas chastisedin Eros and Civilization58he did not entirely escape the reproachthat recollectionis too close to repetition. The inadequaciesof anamnestictotalization were perhapsnowhereas
clearly perceivedas in the work of ErnstBloch, who preferredanotherGreek
term, anagnorisis,or recognition. In an interview given at the 1968 Korcula
summerschool, which Marcusealso attended, Bloch spelled out his reasons:
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The doctrine of anamnesis claims that we have knowledge only because we formerly
knew. But then there could be no fundamentally new knowledge, no future knowledge. The soul merely meets in reality now what it always already knew as idea. That
is a circle within a circle and just as inaccurate as the other theory [anagnorisis] is
revealing: that the new is never completely new for us because we bring something
with us to measure by it.... Anamnesis provides the reassuring evidence of complete
similarity; anagnorisis, however, is linked with reality by only a thin thread; it is
therefore alarming. Anamnesis has an element of attenuation about it, it makes
everything a gigantic deja vu, as if everything had already been, nil novi subanamnesi.
But anagnorisis is a shock.59

Based on Bloch's idiosyncratic ontology of the "not-yet," anagnorisis meant
that one could recognize figural traces of the future in the past, but the past
itself contained no archaic heritage of plenitude. Whether or not Bloch's
alternative seems superior to Marcuse's depends on one's confidence in his
highly speculative philosophy of hope, which cannot be evaluated here. His
criticism of anamnesis however, makes an important point, which is clarified
still further if we turn to Paul Ricoeur's well-known dichotomy, which he
applied to hermeneutics as a whole,60 between mnemonics as a recollection
of meaning and mnemonics as an exercise of suspicion. Recoeur placed Freud,
Nietzsche, and Marx as the great exemplars of the interpretative art of suspicious demystification. The recollectors of meaning were mainly men of religion, for the opposite of suspicion was faith, faith in a primal word that could
be recovered. In Bloch's terms, anamnesis is a doctrine that derives from the
belief in an original meaning that can be recollected, whereas anagnorisis,
while holding out hope for a plenitude in the future, is suspicious of claims
that it existed in the past.
If one were to survey the Frankfurt School as a whole, one would conclude
that its attitude towards these alternatives was mixed. In Benjamin's search
for an Ursprache, a perfect language in which words and things are one, there
is an elegiac impulse for recollected meaning. But in his stress on the constructive and destructive aspects of memory properly applied there was an
awareness that simple recollection does not suffice. Similarly, in Adorno's
warning against a philosophy of origins, his stubborn insistence on a negative dialectic of non-identity, and his acceptance of the inevitability of some
reification, the mnemonics of suspicion were paramount. When Horkheimer
speculated on religion and concluded that no matter how utopian the future
might be, the pain of past generations could never be redeemed through
remembrance,61 he too questioned the possibility of recovering a primal wholeness. Especially when in his more Schopenhauerian moods, he despaired of
mankind ever fully awakening from the "nightmare" weighing on the brain
of the living which Marx had seen as the legacy of the past.
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Marcuse seems to have been attracted to both types of mnemonics. The
philosophicallegacy he inherited from Heideggerand Hegel led him to argue
that something essential had been forgotten, whose content he thought he
saw in Freud's archaic heritage. But his tenure at the Institute of Social
Research,where the critique of ideology was a far more frequent practice
than the postulating of utopian alternatives, seems to have tempered his
search for recollected meaningwith a suspicionthat it might neverbe found.
At the very end of the main argument of Eros and Civilization,his most
utopian book, he borrowed Horkheimer's argument against memory as
redemption:
But even the ultimate advent of freedom cannot redeem those who died in pain. It is
the remembrance of them, and the accumulated guilt of mankind against its victims,
that darken the prospect of a civilization without repression.62

Remembrancemust, in other words, always retain its demystifying critical
impulse, bearingsober witness to the sufferingsof the past, even as it offers
up images of utopian fulfillment as models for the future. For those who
rememberHerbertMarcusehimself with affection and respect,it is also valuable, I would arguein conclusion, to apply both kinds of mnemonics to his
intellectual legacy. For a true elegy to a master of Critical Theory would
mean furtheringthe spirit of critique that he so brilliantlyembodied rather
than merely recollecting his argumentsas objects of respectful contemplation.
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